
COVID-19 business checklist



As the coronavirus pandemic continues to spread across markets and 
impact people around the world, it is creating significant challenges for 
business leaders. How can you make your business better prepared and 
more able to handle the impact of this global pandemic?

The Grant Thornton network would like to share with you a business check-
list which has been designed to initially respond to COVID-19. This type of 
planning is critical and often doesn’t feel urgent until it is. If you haven’t 
done so already, this checklist can also be a first critical step to build a 
disaster response plan for your organisation.

Please kindly contact Grant Thornton Vietnam specialists who will help you 
to understand and react to the rapidly changing circumstances and for the 
necessary support.



Supply chain

Are your suppliers impacted by supply chain or manufacturing disruption caused by COVID–19, either 
directly or indirectly? 

How dependent is your business on these suppliers? Is there an alternative supplier with product 
available?

Have you checked your contractual obligations with your suppliers? Are you required to purchase 
certain quantities? Do you have exemption clauses for instances such as this? 

Have you communicated with your suppliers about how COVID–19 will impact your operations and how 
you expect any issues to be managed? 

Do your contracts explore the possibility of suppliers undertaking a forced closure? 

Do you have contingency plans in place if your supplier stops operations? Are there alternative 
sources?

Do you prepay your suppliers, and is there an ability to renegotiate terms? 

Have you considered the levels of stock you are buying? Is your stock perishable? Can you buy in bulk? 

Customers

Are your customers aware of the origin of your goods and/or the potential impact disruption caused by 
COVID–19 may have on your product or service availability?

Do you rely on a physical retail space for sales, and what proportion of sales require direct customer 
contact?

Can you tailor your business to meet the needs of a remote customer? Is this an opportunity to grow?

Are your customers directly or indirectly impacted by COVID–19 disruption? How will this impact their 
buying pattern?

Are you proactively communicating with clients to understand and manage their expectations?

Have you checked your contractual obligations with your customers?

Could your debtor’s terms be shortened or altered to better manage your cash flows?

Are you dependent on a limited number of customers? What are the consequences if they shut down?

Can you mitigate a downturn in spending with strategic advertising campaigns?

Can you provide additional reassurance over supply compared to your competitors?
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Staff

Have you enacted basic sanitation procedures such as hand and respiratory hygiene information at the 
entrance to your workplace, and in highly visible internal work areas? Does this information include 
instructions about self-quarantine if a team member is unwell? 

Are you monitoring the Department of Health and other regulating bodies’ website and interviews for 
updates, and are you sharing relevant information with your staff? 

Has the company made plans for alternative work arrangements that are commensurate to the level of 
risk exposure: skeletal workforce, work from home, rotation, shifting, alternative offices and plants, 
complete closure?

Are there any roles you have identified which cannot be performed remotely? Have you considered any 
health & safety implications of working remotely; for example, the availability of IT equipment, stability 
of connectivity, suitable home office space etc. 

If your business can operate remotely, are there processes and procedures in place to ensure quality is 
maintained, performance can be monitored, and operations can continue? 

When on alternative work arrangements, what are your plans to continuously engage with employees, 
monitor their work and activities, and ensure that output is in accordance with quality standards? 

If your staff are required to travel or meet face-to-face, can these interactions be managed through 
alternative means such as video-conferencing?

Do your compensation and benefit policies support alternative work arrangements, including 
communication expenses, health and wellness support, and leave management? 

Are you currently monitoring your employees’ leave balances? What is your ability to fund extended 
leave periods, and health and wellness availments?

Have you checked your contractual obligations with your staff against your organisation’s leave 
policy? Have you considered potential and temporary changes to these policies?

If key staff and/or contractors become ill, will this have a major impact on your operations? Is there a 
succession plan in place for these roles? For example, this could include handover instructions, 
system/process training required in advance etc.

Has any staff communication about quarantine expectations been distributed – wherever working? 
Does this information include criteria, duration and return to work procedures? 

What is your current staff situation in terms of levels of resource and capability? Do you have a plan in 
place to maintain operations if a portion of the staff are quarantined – either self-imposed or 
mandatory? 

Do your team members know how you will manage different scenarios during their time off in 
quarantine? For example, when they are sick, not sick but are not able to work, able to work from home? 

Have you drafted a communication plan for staff, clients, suppliers and other key stakeholders in the 
event of a mandatory closedown? How regularly do you plan to update your stakeholders?
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Governance

What are your current messages to the business regarding their preparation, management and 
response to COVID–19? 

Do you have a contingency plan for those who may fall ill at your workplace? Have you activated your 
succession management process? In case critical positions with authorization and approval roles fall ill, 
are your successors ready to assume these roles and have the appropriate authority in place?

Who are the key people that can decide to continue operations? 

Are you documenting regular board meeting minutes regarding decisions, with evidence of decisions? 

Have there been changes in your organisation’s risk profile? Have you reviewed your risk profile and 
developed an action plan to record, address, mitigate and manage the risk brought by COVID–19? 

What impact will the COVID–19 have on your insurance policies? 

Who else needs to be notified – who are the key stakeholders that are affected? How are you 
communicating the organization’s response to stakeholders?

Financial 

Do you calculate projected cashflow regularly, and do you understand the cashflow requirements of 
your business on a weekly and monthly basis? 

Do you understand your working capital requirements – are you reviewing debtors, work in progress 
and creditors regularly? 

Have you calculated how long your business can survive a mandatory shut down period? 

If you rely on regular funding during your normal course of operations, have you spoken to your bank 
about your situation and requirements? 

What are your obligations to the bank, specifically around debt covenants?

Have you spoken to your insurance provider? Does your business interruption cover COVID–19 
interruptions, and to what extent? 

Do you have back up plans if your business partners shut down or are affected; specifically, what 
happens if your IT or payroll service can’t operate normally? 

Do you understand the cost of continuing to operate with less staff/customers compared to the cost of 
completely shutting down for a period? 

How would you assess and disclose the impact of COVID–19 on your accounts and financial reports? 
Do you need to recognize an adequate level of provision? 
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Our Audit Approach

Phase 1
Planning

Phase 2
Assessing risk

Phase 3
Testing internal 
controls

Phase 4
Testing accounts 
and transactions

Phase 5
Concluding
and reporting

We obtain an 
understanding of 
your operations, 
control environment, 
accounting and 
financial reporting 
systems.

Together, we agree on 
a timetable for service 
delivery.

• smooth transition 
and an agreed-
upon timetable

• saves time
• lessens staff burden
• on-time service to 

review and address 
concerns

• no surprises

• customised audit 
focused on risks

• issues identified 
early

• extent of audit effort 
commensurate with 
the level of risk, 
resulting in a more 
effective audit

• audit team 
with a deeper 
understanding of 
your company 
to provide 
recommendations 

• comprehensive 
assessment of 
internal controls 
and suggestions 
for strengthening 
internal controls

• stronger internal 
control over time

• less time spent 
gathering and 
analysing data

• advice and 
recommendations 
to improve 
operations

• an audit opinion 
from a firm with a 
reputation for high-
quality audits 

We use our 
understanding of your 
company to identify 
financial statement 
risks.

We customise our 
audit approach to 
focus our efforts on 
the financial statement 
risks we identify.

We evaluate whether 
your significant 
accounting 
applications and 
financial reporting 
systems are well- 
controlled and 
whether such controls 
are effective.  Based 
on the result of this 
evaluation, we design 
appropriate audit 
tests.

We use IDEA to 
perform testing and 
analyse your financial 
data files. 

Our audit programs 
call for the use of 
IDEA, which helps 
teams thoroughly and 
quickly execute tests.

In the concluding 
phase of the audit, 
we bring together all 
the work performed 
by the audit team. 
The most experienced 
team members confirm 
that the financial 
statements make 
sense, based on their 
understanding of your 
company. They also 
ensure the delivery of 
a high-quality audit. 

Audit Team

Nguyen Chi Trung
Partner, Hanoi

E chitrung.nguyen@vn.gt.com

Nguyen Hong Ha
Partner, Hanoi

E  hongha.nguyen@vn.gt.com 

Tran Anh Van
Director, Hanoi

E  van.tran@vn.gt.com 

Nguyen Dao Thanh Thao
Director, HCMC

E  thao.nguyen@vn.gt.com 

Nguyen Dich Dung
Director, Hanoi

E  dichdung.nguyen@vn.gt.com 

Nguy Quoc Tuan
National Head of Audit

E tuan.nguy@vn.gt.com 

Le The Viet
Partner, Hanoi

E viet.le@vn.gt.com 

Daniel De Waal
Director, HCMC

E daniel.dewaal@vn.gt.com 

Nguyen Manh Tuan
Partner, HCMC

E manhtuan.nguyen@vn.gt.com 

Nguyen Tuan Nam
Partner, Hanoi

E tuannam.nguyen@vn.gt.com 

Truong Thi Bich Loan
Director, HCMC

E loan.truong@vn.gt.com 



IT

Is your organisation capable of working remotely? 

Do your staff have the hardware, software and connectivity required to achieve this? Are they 
encrypted?

Have you got secure networks that allow a remote, flexible and secure working environment? 

Have you tested your IT infrastructure to support a remote and flexible working environment? 

Have you considered the security implications of a flexible working environment?

Do you have a Business Continuity Plan and an Incident Response Plan? Have you tested them?

How will your staff deal with IT, servicing or systems issues when working remotely? 

Do they have an updated communications plan and process to address this?

Have you spoken to your outsourced IT vendors, managed service providers and other relevant third 
parties regarding their readiness and availability about the potential impact from COVID–19? 
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Regulatory

Do you have an active channel for health authority information to be followed? 

Have you considered any potential tax relief or remedy relating to COVID–19? 

In terms of your key compliance staff, do you have a succession plan if one or the whole team become 
ill or is quarantined? What impact does this have on your regulatory deliverables? 

Are your COVID–19 response and measures compliant with privacy and security regulations? 

Have you assessed the impact of the government’s community quarantine rules on the ability of your 
organisation to deliver goods and services to your customers?

Need more information?
Today’s businesses are faced with strategic, financial, operational and technological 
challenges. Whether you’re an existing company, growing internationally or simply 
starting a new venture, we can help you understand, identify and manage potential 
risks to protect your business. We at P&A Grant Thornton understand that growing 
companies need guidance to establish robust internal controls, use information 
technology effectively and improve performance. Our advisory team delivers objective, 
value-added solutions that will strengthen governance processes, implement sound 
organizational strategies, increase technological capabilities and improve your 
operational efficiency.

Contact us
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Punongbayan & Araullo (P&A Grant Thornton) is a leading professional services firm that helps dynamic 
organisations unlock their potential for growth by providing insightful, actionable advice and services through 
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P&A Grant Thornton is a member firm within Grant Thornton International Ltd, one of the world's leading 
organisations of independent assurance, tax, and advisory firms. These firms help dynamic organisations unlock 
their potential for growth by providing meaningful, forward looking advice. This publication is general in nature.
For additional information on matters covered in this presentation, contact your P&A Grant Thornton adviser.grantthornton.com.ph
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Chairperson and CEO
marivic.espano@ph.gt.com

Jun D. Cuaresma
Managing Partner and COO
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Need more information?
Whether you’re an existing company, growing internationally 
or simply starting a new venture, we can help you understand, 
identify and manage potential risks to protect your business. 

operational and technological challenges. Grant Thornton 
understands that growing companies need guidance to 
establish robust internal controls, use information technology 

value-added solutions that will strengthen governance 
processes, implement sound organisational strategies, increase 
technological capabilities and improve your operational 
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At Grant Thornton, we offer a comprehensive range of growth and advisory services 
to help our clients achieve their goals. We help them create, transform and protect 
value.

Advisory Services

From finding ways to finance growth to understanding how 
to manage risk and regulation; from identifying opportunities 
to optimise operations to getting the best from talent, our 
global network of member firms provides the expert support 
organisations need to thrive in a fast-changing world.

We focus on delivering tangible value to customers with:

• our breadth of services and capabilities
• industry and subject matter expertise
• clear communication
• global reach with local know-how
• adding value to Clients’ performance through profitable 

and functional solutions
• focusing on a thorough understanding of our Clients’ 

ambitions, high-quality customised services and 
personalised relationships

• strategic and structured approach to deliver insightful and 
systematic analysis for effective, unbiased decision making

Our Advisory services include:

Transaction advisory services
Valuation services
Business risk services
Business consulting services

Nguyen Thi Vinh Ha
National Head of Advisory

E vinhha.nguyen@vn.gt.com

Trinh Kim Dung
Director, Hanoi

E dung.trinh@vn.gt.com

Kenneth Atkinson
Founder and Senior Board Adviser

E ken.atkinson@vn.gt.com

Transaction Advisory Services

Mergers & acquisitions
Globalisation and company growth ambitions are driving 
an increase in M&A activity worldwide as businesses look 
to establish a footprint in countries beyond their own. Even 
within their own regions, many businesses feel the pressure 
to acquire in order to establish a strategic presence in new 
markets, such as those being created by rapid technological 
innovation.

Grant Thornton Vietnam can provide clients, either a buyer 
or a seller with advice and support involved in all elements 
of a transaction, be it a sale, an acquisition, valuation, the 
raising of external debt or private equity or accessing global 
capital markets.

We have significant experience advising clients on 
transactions in all regions of the world. Our teams provide 
expert advice in the following areas:

Buying a business: 
For businesses looking to grow by acquisition, our corporate 
finance advisory team will take a hands-on approach to 
helping you find the perfect match to achieve your business 
objectives. 

Selling a business: 
If you are considering selling your business or exit from 
a business, you want to be sure of achieving the highest 
possible value and a smooth sales process. Our corporate 
finance team draws on the expertise of other technical 
specialists within our firm wherever necessary to deliver a 
complete service that covers every aspect of the sales/exit 
process, achieving desired strategic outcome. 

Transaction support
Transactions are significant events in the life of a business 
– a successful deal that can have a lasting impact on the 
future shape of the organisations involved. Because the 
stakes are high for both buyers and sellers, experience, 
determination and pragmatism are required to bring deals 
safely through to conclusion.

We have significant experience of advising clients on all 
aspects of buying and selling a business. Our teams provide 
expert advice in the following areas:

Exit readiness: 
Prospective purchasers will require comfort in numerous 
areas, many of which will ultimately have a bearing on the 
transaction price. We work with vendors to plan, anticipate 
and explain these areas, and  enhance business value 

a disposal in order to present the business ready for sale. 
The timely disclosure of transaction issues helps protect 
shareholder value. 

Financial due diligence: 
We provide robust financial due diligence services that are 
clearly linked to our clients’ requirements as purchasers, and 
also suitable for their funders.

Commercial due diligence: 
We deliver thoughtful, robust advice based on primary and 
secondary research combined with quantitative analyses 
and focus on the key issues that impact value.

Operational and IT due diligence: 
Our specialist technology advisers help public and private 
sector organisations, agile SMEs and private equity investors 
achieve maximum value from their technology and IT 
operations. They also advise clients on how to optimise the 
use of technology and IT capital.

Deal structuring:
Our transaction tax specialists work closely with our 
corporate finance team to ensure you have a full picture 
of the tax implications of your deal. Our team is highly 
experienced in understanding deal dynamics and 
establishing effective tax structures. Our extensive work with 
mid-market clients means we understand the personal tax 
planning needs of business owners and reflect these in our 
tax structuring solutions.
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Business Consulting Services

Working Capital Optimisation
Releasing excess levels of cash tied up in working capital 
represents the cheapest form of finance available to a 
company. CFOs are increasingly being tasked with optimising 
working capital performance. However, maintaining control 
of working capital as companies increasingly look to grow, 
investing in new products, international diversification and 
M&A activity can be extremely challenging.

To deliver a desired level of improvement requires an approach 
focused on dealing with the underlying issues, which can 
range from the quality and appropriateness of commercial 
terms through to the internal ‘self-help’ available through 
improved process and control. The breadth of operational and 
professional experience in our team enables us to influence 
parts of the wider organisation such as sales, procurement, 
operations and logistics who all have a major part to play in 
any effort to reduce working capital. 

Our proven methodology drives accelerated identification of 
the issues with quantification of the benefit case. Potential 
improvements are prioritised based on value and speed to 
deliver, working with management to design and implement 
the solutions. Our services include:

• 
• cash flow forecasting
• exit readiness
• 
• 
• 
• working capital assessment and reduction

Financial Effectiveness and Transformation 
The CFO faces a continuous challenge to create (and 

decide on the extent to which finance processes are 
centralised, owned locally or outsourced, striking a balance 
between the delivery of insights and the cost-effective 
management of transaction processing. Unfortunately there is 
no ‘one size fits all’ solution.

We support the CFO in assessing current practice and in 
building board-level understanding of, and commitment to, the 
business case for change. Beyond this, we work on designing 
and implementing solutions, ensuring that benefits can be 
effectively tracked and communicated. Our collaborative 
approach focuses on partnering with client teams to identify 
the root cause of problems identified as well as providing 
practical recommendations that are aligned across key 

stakeholders to provide sustainable outcomes.Specific areas 
we can provide support to include:

• activity-based costing and value analysis
• benchmarking
• business process outsourcing evaluation
• finance function assessments
• finance transformation
• management reporting
• operating model design
• process mapping and optimization
• shared Service Centre set-up

Business intelligence and analytics
A well-considered analytics strategy provides invaluable 
insight into your organisation and can enable timely 
business decisions that will reflect market conditions well into 
the future, along with giving you the power to optimise your 
operations for future growth and profitability. Our work is 
characterised as follows:

• our end-to-end analytics services are designed to help 
you enhance organizational capabilities and support 
forecasting and forward-looking financial and customer 
models

• implement data programs using a full range of 
technology tools and applications that cover the analytics 
maturity spectrum

• apply advanced techniques to reveal unseen data 
patterns and anomalies

• deploy feasible analytics solutions in a secure, cloud-
based environment with advanced data ingestion, 
security and governance protocols

• use industry- and client-specific knowledge and 
experience coupled with advanced modelling and 
visualisation techniques

IT advisory
We help our clients prepare themselves for cyber security 
threats, ensure ongoing protection, react effectively to 
attacks and drive change to improve their cybersecurity 
capability. Our IT advisory services include:

• IT due diligence
• IT security services
• network vulnerability and penetration testing
• business requirements definition and business analysis 

support
• IT project management support.

Business Process Solutions

Le Minh Thang
National Head of Business Process Solutions

E minhthang.le@vn.gt.com 

Businesses frequently decide to outsource in order to focus on their core 
competencies, while improving performance and lowering costs of their non-
core activities. Saving time and money outsourcing services can allow time to 
concentrate on what’s really important for your business.

Business Process Solutions include: 

Accounting services
Tax compliance within outsourcing
Payroll, personal income tax & labor
Secondments/ loan staff services
Compilation of financial/ non-financial information
Business process outsourcing
ERP and accounting software advisory
Accounting systems review and improvement
Management report and analysis

With access to experts throughout the Grant Thornton 
network you will get seamless and coordinated international 
outsourcing projects delivered comprehensively, efficiently 
and confidentially to the highest standards across all 
disciplines, we provide you:

• clear, factual, quality reporting
• highly experienced and diligent professionals
• independent, objective and practical advice
• a ‘no surprises’ approach
• technical expertise and advice readily available
• continuous communication

Pham Quoc Hung
Partner, Hanoi

E hung.pham@vn.gt.com 
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International Corporate 
Structuring Services
Grant Thornton is one of leading service providers in 
international incorporations in Vietnam with experience in 
helping our clients navigate jurisdictions globally. 

Clients benefit from our deep, specialised knowledge in all 
major jurisdictions, onshore and offshore globally. We have 
formed close working relationships with business partners, in 
these jurisdictions to help us stay at the forefront of market 
trends, opportunities and new regulations.

With highly experienced professionals, we can offer:

Advisory services 
There are many things to prepare before expanding into 
another country, particularly the investment structure and 
in compliance with all local laws. Our experts have extensive 
experience in offshore investment and will advise and 
highlight those important points to you in terms of tax and 
accounting perspectives.

Incorporation & Establishment
Company formation services with expertise in all major 
jurisdictions including:
• The British Virgin Islands
• The Cayman Islands
• Hong Kong 
• Singapore 
• United Arab Emirates free zones
• Samoa
• Other jurisdictions

Assistance in Bank account opening in relevant 
countries 
We maintain close relationship with the financial institutions 
in some countries. We provide advice and assistance in 
preparing and submission documents relevant to your 
nationality, business activity and your enterprise’s legal 
identity so that we can  obtain a high success rate for bank 
account opening  

Post-incorporation services: not limited to 
• all statutory returns and fees are submitted
• amendment to Memorandum and articles
• issuance of certificates
• restoration or striking-off of companies
• liquidation
• others

Private Trust
• trust jurisdiction advisory service
• trust structure set up and management
• other trust- related services

All above described services are representative of our 
service offerings. If you don’t find what you’re looking for, 
contact us, because the chances are, we can help. 

Trinh Thi Tuyet Anh
Business Development 
cum International Liaison Director

E anh.trinh@vn.gt.com 

DigiTech Innovation

Digital business strategy 
Brainstorm and assess your business’ market opportunities, 
internal strengths, competitive threats, and internal 
weaknesses, all from a digital perspective. Identify new 
digital opportunities to enhance your strengths and address 
your threats and weaknesses. Apply classical strategy 
development methods to identify key drivers of digital 
business success now and moving forward.  Formulate a 
clear digital strategy which can be easily understood from 
top management to operational staff. Identify projects and 
formulate plans to act on your strategy and measure its 
effectiveness.

Digital transformation
Find out how your business rates in digital asset performance. 
Get a head start to take the lead over your competitors in 
building effective digital assets. Learn how to quickly build 
digital assets through hands-on design of examples. Set up a 
framework to continuously improve existing digital assets and 
roll-out new ones.

Digital marketing
Find out how your digital marketing rates compared to 
comparable businesses in Vietnam and worldwide. Learn 
basic and leading edge digital marketing approaches and 
techniques, from paid digital marketing to guerilla growth 
hacking. Develop a targeted digital marketing plan and learn 
how to monitor and continuously improve the plan.

Digital governance and risk management
Find out how your digital and IT departments rate compared 
to comparable businesses in Vietnam and worldwide. Develop 
strategies to address weaknesses and gaps in your digital 

key risks in your current digital systems and processes. 
Develop mitigation plans to reduce key risks and contingency 
plans in case key risks occur.

Technology design, selection & project quality 
assurance
Identify and document key solution requirements based 
on business drivers. Develop the optimal feasible solution 
design based on those requirements and you are your 
actual capacity.  Identify which components of design 
should be developed in-house, purchased from a vendor, 
rented as a service, or delivered using a platform.  Identify, 
shortlist, and select the best IT vendors, cloud services, and 
platforms. Get quality assurance of the project management 
and technology delivery from in-house teams, IT vendors, 
cloud service providers, and platform operators. Our highly 
qualified and experienced professionals can provide crucial 
support from project conception to project signoff. 

Digital security
Find out how your business rates in Digital Security. Identify 
key digital security threats.  Plan improvements to your 
Digital Security. Set up a comprehensive digital monitoring 
and management regime, and a quick-reaction strategy to 
address breaches if and when they occur. 

Technology architecture 
Design a comprehensive, enterprise-wide, agile service-
oriented technology-neutral architecture, which can 
accommodate existing and future digital systems, 
components, and services, ensuring that data and services 
are securely shared across the enterprise.

Data analytics and business intelligence
Design a data architecture and identify data analytics tools 
to provide meaningful business intelligence to managers 
and operational staff when and where they need it.  Improve 
your data collection, analysis, and distribution. Identify 
opportunities to leverage and monetise your data.

Our advisory approach is not only to deliver, but also to lay a strong foundation 
for our clients to continuously enhance and improve after our delivery, to build 
capacity of the management team, and to raise awareness and motivation 
throughout the organisation concerning the importance of digital technology in 
modern business.
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Need more information?
Today’s businesses are faced with strategic, financial, operational and technological 
challenges. Whether you’re an existing company, growing internationally or simply 
starting a new venture, we can help you understand, identify and manage potential 
risks to protect your business. We at P&A Grant Thornton understand that growing 
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operational efficiency.
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Our tax services help you gain trust and stay ahead, enabling you to manage your 
tax transparently and ethically.

Tax Services

Our approach to developing effective solutions is to:

• analyse your business operations, prioritise issues based 
on the risk they present

• review your current tax position to determine whether 
tax obligations are being met and if the Company has 
potential tax liabilities or assets

• research relevant regulations and guidance to offer 
practical solutions based on our experience and deep 
knowledge base

• guide you through the process and ensure effective 
implementation, lay the foundations for future efficiency 
benefits and risk reduction

• defend the structure against challenges by the tax 
authorities

• alert you on the latest tax developments
• assistance to obtain various sub-licenses, work permits, 

visas, and other regulatory documents. Furthermore, a 
special task team will be setup to handle business functions 
for clients in the event of a management crisis, recruit, train 
and transfer staff required by clients

Our Tax services include:

Our Tax services include:

Market entry
Licensing services
Tax due diligence
Tax advisory on business model and transactions
Tax compliance services
International tax planning
Expatriate tax planning
Tax health check
Customs and trade
Global mobility services
Transfer pricing 

Hoang Khoi
National Head of Tax

E khoi.hoang@vn.gt.com 

Tax Services

Market entry
We have advised numerous new foreign investors on efficient 
tax structures. Including investment advisory of international 
business models and appropriate business structures in 
Vietnam, assistance in licensing and post licensing. We also 
provide advisory services on governance, tax and regulations 
for business structures in Vietnam. Our experience allows you 
to consider all the options and set up a corporate structure 
that meets both operational and tax efficiency requirements. 

Licensing services
Vietnam regulations frequently have significant changes 
to facilitate the economic development. We designed the 
licensing service to assist foreign investors and Vietnamese 
locals, as well, in establishing the appropriate business model 
for a legal presence in Vietnam. Our licensing services will 
be a part of our foregoing market entry services, including 
assistance in preparing the application dossiers and working 
with the licensing authorities to obtain the approval for the 
legal presence of clients both in Vietnam and overseas.

Tax due diligence
We conduct tax due diligence reviews of target companies 
to analyse their tax exposure and position in relation to 
acquisitions, mergers or consolidations. We are able to 
integrate this service with our Advisory Services team in order 
to offer a comprehensive, holistic due diligence review.

Tax advisory on business model and transactions
We will review the proposed business model and transactions 
and advise on tax implications and recommendations to 
optimise the tax opportunities under the local regulations 
and treaties which Vietnam has entered into. Furthermore, 
we coordinate with our Grant Thornton global tax team 
to provide a comprehensive tax advisory for the countries 
involved in the business model and transactions.
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Our Audit Approach

Phase 1
Planning

Phase 2
Assessing risk

Phase 3
Testing internal 
controls

Phase 4
Testing accounts 
and transactions

Phase 5
Concluding
and reporting

We obtain an 
understanding of 
your operations, 
control environment, 
accounting and 
financial reporting 
systems.

Together, we agree on 
a timetable for service 
delivery.

• smooth transition 
and an agreed-
upon timetable

• saves time
• lessens staff burden
• on-time service to 

review and address 
concerns

• no surprises

• customised audit 
focused on risks

• issues identified 
early

• extent of audit effort 
commensurate with 
the level of risk, 
resulting in a more 
effective audit

• audit team 
with a deeper 
understanding of 
your company 
to provide 
recommendations 

• comprehensive 
assessment of 
internal controls 
and suggestions 
for strengthening 
internal controls

• stronger internal 
control over time

• less time spent 
gathering and 
analysing data

• advice and 
recommendations 
to improve 
operations

• an audit opinion 
from a firm with a 
reputation for high-
quality audits 

We use our 
understanding of your 
company to identify 
financial statement 
risks.

We customise our 
audit approach to 
focus our efforts on 
the financial statement 
risks we identify.

We evaluate whether 
your significant 
accounting 
applications and 
financial reporting 
systems are well- 
controlled and 
whether such controls 
are effective.  Based 
on the result of this 
evaluation, we design 
appropriate audit 
tests.

We use IDEA to 
perform testing and 
analyse your financial 
data files. 

Our audit programs 
call for the use of 
IDEA, which helps 
teams thoroughly and 
quickly execute tests.

In the concluding 
phase of the audit, 
we bring together all 
the work performed 
by the audit team. 
The most experienced 
team members confirm 
that the financial 
statements make 
sense, based on their 
understanding of your 
company. They also 
ensure the delivery of 
a high-quality audit. 

Audit Team

Nguyen Chi Trung
Partner, Hanoi

E chitrung.nguyen@vn.gt.com

Nguyen Hong Ha
Partner, Hanoi

E  hongha.nguyen@vn.gt.com 

Tran Anh Van
Director, Hanoi

E  van.tran@vn.gt.com 

Nguyen Dao Thanh Thao
Director, HCMC

E  thao.nguyen@vn.gt.com 

Nguyen Dich Dung
Director, Hanoi

E  dichdung.nguyen@vn.gt.com 

Nguy Quoc Tuan
National Head of Audit

E tuan.nguy@vn.gt.com 

Le The Viet
Partner, Hanoi

E viet.le@vn.gt.com 

Daniel De Waal
Director, HCMC

E daniel.dewaal@vn.gt.com 

Nguyen Manh Tuan
Partner, HCMC

E manhtuan.nguyen@vn.gt.com 

Nguyen Tuan Nam
Partner, Hanoi

E tuannam.nguyen@vn.gt.com 

Truong Thi Bich Loan
Director, HCMC

E loan.truong@vn.gt.com 
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At Grant Thornton, we offer a comprehensive range of growth and advisory services 
to help our clients achieve their goals. We help them create, transform and protect 
value.

Advisory Services

From finding ways to finance growth to understanding how 
to manage risk and regulation; from identifying opportunities 
to optimise operations to getting the best from talent, our 
global network of member firms provides the expert support 
organisations need to thrive in a fast-changing world.

We focus on delivering tangible value to customers with:

• our breadth of services and capabilities
• industry and subject matter expertise
• clear communication
• global reach with local know-how
• adding value to Clients’ performance through profitable 

and functional solutions
• focusing on a thorough understanding of our Clients’ 

ambitions, high-quality customised services and 
personalised relationships

• strategic and structured approach to deliver insightful and 
systematic analysis for effective, unbiased decision making

Our Advisory services include:

Transaction advisory services
Valuation services
Business risk services
Business consulting services

Nguyen Thi Vinh Ha
National Head of Advisory

E vinhha.nguyen@vn.gt.com

Trinh Kim Dung
Director, Hanoi

E dung.trinh@vn.gt.com

Kenneth Atkinson
Founder and Senior Board Adviser

E ken.atkinson@vn.gt.com

Transaction Advisory Services

Mergers & acquisitions
Globalisation and company growth ambitions are driving 
an increase in M&A activity worldwide as businesses look 
to establish a footprint in countries beyond their own. Even 
within their own regions, many businesses feel the pressure 
to acquire in order to establish a strategic presence in new 
markets, such as those being created by rapid technological 
innovation.

Grant Thornton Vietnam can provide clients, either a buyer 
or a seller with advice and support involved in all elements 
of a transaction, be it a sale, an acquisition, valuation, the 
raising of external debt or private equity or accessing global 
capital markets.

We have significant experience advising clients on 
transactions in all regions of the world. Our teams provide 
expert advice in the following areas:

Buying a business: 
For businesses looking to grow by acquisition, our corporate 
finance advisory team will take a hands-on approach to 
helping you find the perfect match to achieve your business 
objectives. 

Selling a business: 
If you are considering selling your business or exit from 
a business, you want to be sure of achieving the highest 
possible value and a smooth sales process. Our corporate 
finance team draws on the expertise of other technical 
specialists within our firm wherever necessary to deliver a 
complete service that covers every aspect of the sales/exit 
process, achieving desired strategic outcome. 

Transaction support
Transactions are significant events in the life of a business 
– a successful deal that can have a lasting impact on the 
future shape of the organisations involved. Because the 
stakes are high for both buyers and sellers, experience, 
determination and pragmatism are required to bring deals 
safely through to conclusion.

We have significant experience of advising clients on all 
aspects of buying and selling a business. Our teams provide 
expert advice in the following areas:

Exit readiness: 
Prospective purchasers will require comfort in numerous 
areas, many of which will ultimately have a bearing on the 
transaction price. We work with vendors to plan, anticipate 
and explain these areas, and  enhance business value 

a disposal in order to present the business ready for sale. 
The timely disclosure of transaction issues helps protect 
shareholder value. 

Financial due diligence: 
We provide robust financial due diligence services that are 
clearly linked to our clients’ requirements as purchasers, and 
also suitable for their funders.

Commercial due diligence: 
We deliver thoughtful, robust advice based on primary and 
secondary research combined with quantitative analyses 
and focus on the key issues that impact value.

Operational and IT due diligence: 
Our specialist technology advisers help public and private 
sector organisations, agile SMEs and private equity investors 
achieve maximum value from their technology and IT 
operations. They also advise clients on how to optimise the 
use of technology and IT capital.

Deal structuring:
Our transaction tax specialists work closely with our 
corporate finance team to ensure you have a full picture 
of the tax implications of your deal. Our team is highly 
experienced in understanding deal dynamics and 
establishing effective tax structures. Our extensive work with 
mid-market clients means we understand the personal tax 
planning needs of business owners and reflect these in our 
tax structuring solutions.
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Business Consulting Services

Working Capital Optimisation
Releasing excess levels of cash tied up in working capital 
represents the cheapest form of finance available to a 
company. CFOs are increasingly being tasked with optimising 
working capital performance. However, maintaining control 
of working capital as companies increasingly look to grow, 
investing in new products, international diversification and 
M&A activity can be extremely challenging.

To deliver a desired level of improvement requires an approach 
focused on dealing with the underlying issues, which can 
range from the quality and appropriateness of commercial 
terms through to the internal ‘self-help’ available through 
improved process and control. The breadth of operational and 
professional experience in our team enables us to influence 
parts of the wider organisation such as sales, procurement, 
operations and logistics who all have a major part to play in 
any effort to reduce working capital. 

Our proven methodology drives accelerated identification of 
the issues with quantification of the benefit case. Potential 
improvements are prioritised based on value and speed to 
deliver, working with management to design and implement 
the solutions. Our services include:

• 
• cash flow forecasting
• exit readiness
• 
• 
• 
• working capital assessment and reduction

Financial Effectiveness and Transformation 
The CFO faces a continuous challenge to create (and 

decide on the extent to which finance processes are 
centralised, owned locally or outsourced, striking a balance 
between the delivery of insights and the cost-effective 
management of transaction processing. Unfortunately there is 
no ‘one size fits all’ solution.

We support the CFO in assessing current practice and in 
building board-level understanding of, and commitment to, the 
business case for change. Beyond this, we work on designing 
and implementing solutions, ensuring that benefits can be 
effectively tracked and communicated. Our collaborative 
approach focuses on partnering with client teams to identify 
the root cause of problems identified as well as providing 
practical recommendations that are aligned across key 

stakeholders to provide sustainable outcomes.Specific areas 
we can provide support to include:

• activity-based costing and value analysis
• benchmarking
• business process outsourcing evaluation
• finance function assessments
• finance transformation
• management reporting
• operating model design
• process mapping and optimization
• shared Service Centre set-up

Business intelligence and analytics
A well-considered analytics strategy provides invaluable 
insight into your organisation and can enable timely 
business decisions that will reflect market conditions well into 
the future, along with giving you the power to optimise your 
operations for future growth and profitability. Our work is 
characterised as follows:

• our end-to-end analytics services are designed to help 
you enhance organizational capabilities and support 
forecasting and forward-looking financial and customer 
models

• implement data programs using a full range of 
technology tools and applications that cover the analytics 
maturity spectrum

• apply advanced techniques to reveal unseen data 
patterns and anomalies

• deploy feasible analytics solutions in a secure, cloud-
based environment with advanced data ingestion, 
security and governance protocols

• use industry- and client-specific knowledge and 
experience coupled with advanced modelling and 
visualisation techniques

IT advisory
We help our clients prepare themselves for cyber security 
threats, ensure ongoing protection, react effectively to 
attacks and drive change to improve their cybersecurity 
capability. Our IT advisory services include:

• IT due diligence
• IT security services
• network vulnerability and penetration testing
• business requirements definition and business analysis 

support
• IT project management support.

Business Process Solutions

Le Minh Thang
National Head of Business Process Solutions

E minhthang.le@vn.gt.com 

Businesses frequently decide to outsource in order to focus on their core 
competencies, while improving performance and lowering costs of their non-
core activities. Saving time and money outsourcing services can allow time to 
concentrate on what’s really important for your business.

Business Process Solutions include: 

Accounting services
Tax compliance within outsourcing
Payroll, personal income tax & labor
Secondments/ loan staff services
Compilation of financial/ non-financial information
Business process outsourcing
ERP and accounting software advisory
Accounting systems review and improvement
Management report and analysis

With access to experts throughout the Grant Thornton 
network you will get seamless and coordinated international 
outsourcing projects delivered comprehensively, efficiently 
and confidentially to the highest standards across all 
disciplines, we provide you:

• clear, factual, quality reporting
• highly experienced and diligent professionals
• independent, objective and practical advice
• a ‘no surprises’ approach
• technical expertise and advice readily available
• continuous communication

Pham Quoc Hung
Partner, Hanoi

E hung.pham@vn.gt.com 
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International Corporate 
Structuring Services
Grant Thornton is one of leading service providers in 
international incorporations in Vietnam with experience in 
helping our clients navigate jurisdictions globally. 

Clients benefit from our deep, specialised knowledge in all 
major jurisdictions, onshore and offshore globally. We have 
formed close working relationships with business partners, in 
these jurisdictions to help us stay at the forefront of market 
trends, opportunities and new regulations.

With highly experienced professionals, we can offer:

Advisory services 
There are many things to prepare before expanding into 
another country, particularly the investment structure and 
in compliance with all local laws. Our experts have extensive 
experience in offshore investment and will advise and 
highlight those important points to you in terms of tax and 
accounting perspectives.

Incorporation & Establishment
Company formation services with expertise in all major 
jurisdictions including:
• The British Virgin Islands
• The Cayman Islands
• Hong Kong 
• Singapore 
• United Arab Emirates free zones
• Samoa
• Other jurisdictions

Assistance in Bank account opening in relevant 
countries 
We maintain close relationship with the financial institutions 
in some countries. We provide advice and assistance in 
preparing and submission documents relevant to your 
nationality, business activity and your enterprise’s legal 
identity so that we can  obtain a high success rate for bank 
account opening  

Post-incorporation services: not limited to 
• all statutory returns and fees are submitted
• amendment to Memorandum and articles
• issuance of certificates
• restoration or striking-off of companies
• liquidation
• others

Private Trust
• trust jurisdiction advisory service
• trust structure set up and management
• other trust- related services

All above described services are representative of our 
service offerings. If you don’t find what you’re looking for, 
contact us, because the chances are, we can help. 

Trinh Thi Tuyet Anh
Business Development 
cum International Liaison Director

E anh.trinh@vn.gt.com 

DigiTech Innovation

Digital business strategy 
Brainstorm and assess your business’ market opportunities, 
internal strengths, competitive threats, and internal 
weaknesses, all from a digital perspective. Identify new 
digital opportunities to enhance your strengths and address 
your threats and weaknesses. Apply classical strategy 
development methods to identify key drivers of digital 
business success now and moving forward.  Formulate a 
clear digital strategy which can be easily understood from 
top management to operational staff. Identify projects and 
formulate plans to act on your strategy and measure its 
effectiveness.

Digital transformation
Find out how your business rates in digital asset performance. 
Get a head start to take the lead over your competitors in 
building effective digital assets. Learn how to quickly build 
digital assets through hands-on design of examples. Set up a 
framework to continuously improve existing digital assets and 
roll-out new ones.

Digital marketing
Find out how your digital marketing rates compared to 
comparable businesses in Vietnam and worldwide. Learn 
basic and leading edge digital marketing approaches and 
techniques, from paid digital marketing to guerilla growth 
hacking. Develop a targeted digital marketing plan and learn 
how to monitor and continuously improve the plan.

Digital governance and risk management
Find out how your digital and IT departments rate compared 
to comparable businesses in Vietnam and worldwide. Develop 
strategies to address weaknesses and gaps in your digital 

key risks in your current digital systems and processes. 
Develop mitigation plans to reduce key risks and contingency 
plans in case key risks occur.

Technology design, selection & project quality 
assurance
Identify and document key solution requirements based 
on business drivers. Develop the optimal feasible solution 
design based on those requirements and you are your 
actual capacity.  Identify which components of design 
should be developed in-house, purchased from a vendor, 
rented as a service, or delivered using a platform.  Identify, 
shortlist, and select the best IT vendors, cloud services, and 
platforms. Get quality assurance of the project management 
and technology delivery from in-house teams, IT vendors, 
cloud service providers, and platform operators. Our highly 
qualified and experienced professionals can provide crucial 
support from project conception to project signoff. 

Digital security
Find out how your business rates in Digital Security. Identify 
key digital security threats.  Plan improvements to your 
Digital Security. Set up a comprehensive digital monitoring 
and management regime, and a quick-reaction strategy to 
address breaches if and when they occur. 

Technology architecture 
Design a comprehensive, enterprise-wide, agile service-
oriented technology-neutral architecture, which can 
accommodate existing and future digital systems, 
components, and services, ensuring that data and services 
are securely shared across the enterprise.

Data analytics and business intelligence
Design a data architecture and identify data analytics tools 
to provide meaningful business intelligence to managers 
and operational staff when and where they need it.  Improve 
your data collection, analysis, and distribution. Identify 
opportunities to leverage and monetise your data.

Our advisory approach is not only to deliver, but also to lay a strong foundation 
for our clients to continuously enhance and improve after our delivery, to build 
capacity of the management team, and to raise awareness and motivation 
throughout the organisation concerning the importance of digital technology in 
modern business.
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